
From: Albert le Roux albert@emoya.org.za
Subject: FW: Letter of concerns and expectations

Date: 15 May 2018 at 11:13 AM
To: Minunette Heuser minunette@emoya.org.za

 
 
From: Bestuur Emoya-Europe <info@emoya-europe.org> 
Sent: 15 May 2018 06:46 AM
To: albert@emoya.org.za
Cc: info@Lionel de Lange <info@laeoukraine.org>
Subject: Re: Letter of concerns and expectations
 
Albert,
 
 
Since Emoya SA does not take the trouble to send an answer to our official business account, we assume
that Emoya SA does not take Emoya Europe and LAEO seriously.
We, Emoya Europe and LAEO take the care of 4 lions in a country like the Ukraine damned seriously and
we also expect that from a party that calls itself a sanctuary.

I would also like to point out the actions that Minunette is currently doing. For example, we have been
informed that there is talk with a Ukrainian criminal about the 3 lionesses and one of our fellow directors
has received a threat from her. Also we were accused of theft and illegal use of the name Emoya.
We take this kind of signals very seriously and we have already informed the authorities about this. They
will intervene if there should be cause for this.

We seriously doubt the continuation of the collaboration with Emoya SA, especially after the donation
page has been removed, what was a clear sign of a serious lack of commitment, the threads and talks
about that "we fucked her up" and the above mentioned actions are speaking for themselves.
It is inexplicable to us why Emoya SA, who says there is for the animals, obviously shows no respect of
all to its partners, who has done all the work, and sees their own ego as more important than caring for 4
lions in a country like the Ukraine, which is now entirely at our expense.
We will discuss this matter, and all the proof for it that we have collected, with our lawyers and how we will
respond to this behavior.
Expect this within 24 hours.
 
 
Regards,
 
 
 
Emoya Europe  LAEOU Ukraine
 
 
On 13 May 2018 at 17:22, Bestuur Emoya-Europe <info@emoya-europe.org> wrote:

Albert,
 
 
 
We did not receive an official reply on our e-mail. Is there a problem, did you not received
it or must we assume that Emoya South Africa is not able or wishes to comply?
 
 
We like to hear from Emoya South Africa within 24 hours.
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Emoya Europe  and LAEOU Ukraine.
 
 
On 11 May 2018 at 15:37, Bestuur Emoya-Europe <info@emoya-europe.org> wrote:

Dear Albert,
 
 
Hereby our concerns and expectations. This is not an agreement because therefore we
want to know if Emoya is agreeing to our concerns and expectations.
 
 
 
Regards,
 
 
Emoya Europe  LAEOU Ukraine.
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